QUICK START RULES
Don't feel like reading rules?

HERE is a video! (engl. coming)

Welcome to Hero Mail! In this game you play
one to three super heroes, who together try to
stop the sinister plans of a supervillain and
eventually bring him down. You play together,
so win or lose all together, too.
These game rules will guide you step by step through a game round.
While you are reading the rules, you can already start playing. After
that, you will be able to master the rules of the game enough to
continue playing on your own. Are you ready? Let's go!

Welcome to
Hero Mail!!!

•What do you need?
• Scissors (only for the ﬁrst game)
• 4 six-sided dice
• some small coins or other counters

Preparation of
the game

Before your ﬁrst
game: cut the
postcard on the red
lines shown here.
Each one of you
takes a hero tile
and places it in
front of you.
Place all the cards
in the center of the
table so they are
clearly visible - the
Action cards as one row, the POW and BOOM cards separately. The
remaining postcard also goes in the center of the table as a game
board. Grab your 4 dice and your coins or other counters and let's
go!
Difﬁculty: if you are playing a Hero Mail game for the ﬁrst time or
want to take it easy, place 2 markers in each blue speech bubble on
the board in the circle. If you are more experienced, place 1 marker
in each bubble. If you are real game heroes, skip this step.
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goal is to defeat the supervillain. As you
Course & goal Your
would expect from a true superhero story, you
defeat him in a grand ﬁnale at the end of
of the game can
the game. Until then, you must try to prevent

his sinister plans and ensure that he does not become too strong:
you play the game until one of the following conditions occurs:
• You have solved all 4 scenes, i.e.
prevented the villain's plans.
• The villain bar is completely ﬁlled.

The 4 scenes are the 4 comic panels
in the middle of the postcard. The
villain bar is the 3 circles with this
symbol: . It is ﬁlled when there are
as many counters in each circle as
the number indicates. If one of the two conditions occurs,
immediately read the section "The Grand Finale" at the end of these
rules. Until then, the game proceeds in rounds. Each
round consists of 3 steps. Simply go through the
steps one after the other and then start again from
the beginning (you will also ﬁnd an overview at the
top right of the game board).

Step 1: POW!!!

First of all, the threat of the supervillain
increases. Take coins or counters:

• 1 per scene not yet solved by you
• 1 per yellow action card you discarded
and places them on the Pow card (there may still be markers from
the last round).
So on your ﬁrst turn you take 4 counter, because you have 4 unsolved
scenes. None are added for the action cards, because you still have
all of them available. So there are 4 markers on the POW card.
Now distribute all counter or coins from the POW card evenly to the
POW circles in the individual scenes that you have not yet solved.
Always take one counter and start at the top left. Continue as if you
were reading a comic book, so next move to the top right, then
bottom left, then bottom right - in each case only on scenes that
have not yet been solved. Keep doing this until all the counters on
the POW-card have been distributed.
The ﬁrst marker goes on the scene top left in the POW circle. None
goes in the top right scene, because there is no POW circle there, so
the next marker goes in the bottom left scene, then one to the bottom
right. Now start again at the top left and put a marker there. Now the
POW card is empty and you go on to step 2.
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Now is your time! It's time for your actions! In this
step you charge up your abilities and distribute
counters on the scenes. But be careful, the villain
can also strike here.
Generally, as a team, you have 3 attempts to charge the 4 abilities,
you ﬁnd on your heroes.
You always use up one attempt, when you either decide to say stop
and quit or when you fail.

Step 2:
Action!!!

If you are playing with 3 people, each player has one attempt.
If you are playing with 2 players, one player has one try and the other
has two.
If you play solo, you have 3 attempts.
Each time you stop or fail, place a marker on the BOOM card. If there
are 3 markers there, continue with step 3.
Now it's time for action! One after the other, one of you takes a turn
and may either roll the dice or decide to stop.
Two player example: Player A rolls the dice and carries out her
actions. Player B then rolls the dice and performs his actions. Player
A then rolls again, and so on.
So you only roll the dice once or stop, then it's the next person's turn.
Rolling the dice: Take the 4 dice and roll them. From
the result, you have to form 2 pairs and add up the
diced eyes.
For example, a 2, 2, 5 and 6 can form a (2+2) 4 and
(5+6) 11 or a (2+5) 7 and (2+6) 8.
You have to assign these two pairs!
Either: Take the action card with the corresponding
number from the centre of the table and place it next to
one of your hero's ability ﬁelds, that does not yet have
an action card next to it. However, you may only have 3
Action cards attached to your hero!
Or: If you already have an action card with the
corresponding number next to your hero, take a counter
and place it next to the action card. If it is the 3rd
counter, you put there, put all 3 on the action card. You
may not use this number again.
Important: You must use both pairs if you can!
If you can only use one pair, no problem, but if you can't use both
pairs for one of the two possibilities, you fail!
Example: you roll a 2, 3, 4, 4.
Now you can place another marker next to the 5
on your hero, but then you also have to take the 8
from the middle. If you take the 6 from the centre
and place it on your hero, your turn is over
because the 7 is already gone.
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Failure: If you cannot use both pairs, you fail. You have used up one
of your 3 attempts this round. Put a counter on the Boom-card. Also
put all counter, that are next to or on Action-cards attached to your
hero on the POW card! Then put aside any Action cards, that are
next to your hero, they are no longer available for the 2nd step.
If you stop, i.e. decide not to roll the dice, you may use the counters,
you earned so far. Place all counter, that are next to or on action
cards attached to your hero on the corresponding box of your hero
tile. If the box says 'instant', you must distribute the counters on the
scenes immediately: You may place lightning bolts and shields on
any circle in any speech bubble in any unsolved scene. Lightning
only on lightning, of course, and shields only on shields.
If you stop in the example on the right, place the 1
counter next to the 5 on your hero with the one
already there. You also immediately place 3
lightning bolts & 1 shield on the corresponding
circles in the blue and white speech bubbles of the
4 scenes.
If there are as many counter on a blue speech bubble as the number
indicates, you have solved this scene! Immediately remove all
counter on all circles in this scene and place a counter on the
rectangular description of the scene as a sign, that this scene is
solved. Counters will never be placed on solved scenes again for the
rest of the game!
Pay attention to how you distribute your lightning and shields! If you
place counter in blue speech bubbles, you solve the scenes, which
brings you a bit closer to your goal. White ones prevent the villain
from becoming too strong.
Finally, put aside all the action cards that are lying next to your hero,
they are no longer available to you for the rest of step 2. Then place
1 more marker on the Boom card.
When you have decided to roll the dice or to stop and have carried
out the action, it is the next player's turn (or yours in solo play) to
decide: roll the dice or stop. Then it is the next player's or your turn
again, until you have used up your 3 attempts, i.e. there are 3
markers on the Boom card.
Each hero has at least one ability that does not
say "instant". You can activate this at any time
in the game. You only need to have counters on that abilities box.
Then discard one counter (or more, if more are required) from that
ability and perform the indicated ability.
Note that you can have a maximum of three markers on each hero
ability. If you need to place markers on your hero(s), any excess
markers are discarded.

Super Skills
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Step 3: the
villain

When you have used up your 3 attempts - i.e. you
have stopped or failed 3 times as a team - step 2
ends. Now step 3 follows, in which the villain
advances his plans.

In step 3 you do the following three things in order:
1.) Put action cards back.
Put all the action cards that have been put aside this round (or are
still on heroes) back into the centre of the table.
2.) Execute white speech bubbles
Go through all the scenes from top left to bottom right. Perform the
white speech bubble(s) in each unsolved scene.
In the top left scene, discard 1 counter from the POW circle for each
counter on the shield circle (which you also
discard). If there are still markers on the POW
circle, use them to ﬁll the villain bar. Put away any
remaining shields.
Fill villain bar
For example: 2 counters on the POW, The villain bar is ﬁlled from the
1 on the shield, means 1 marker on
bottom up. When you place
the villain bar.
counters there, place them in
In the top right scene, simply place 2
the lowest circle that is
counters on the villain bar.
is not yet full. A circle is full,
In the lower left scene, do the same
when there are as many
as in the upper left scene, except,
counters in it as the number in
that you have a lightning circle here.
the circle indicates.
If you have more lightning than POW
counters here, the excess in lightning goes on the blue speech
bubble.
In the scene at the bottom right, count the POW counters. If there
are less than 3, nothing happens. If there are 3 or more, you take
away all the POW counters in this white bubble and also 2 counters
in each blue speech bubble of each unsolved scene.
3.) Execute villain bar
To end the round, the Villain strikes again: perform the action next to
the top circle containing a counter.
: place a counter on the POW card.
: here you must permanently discard one of your yellow Action
cards.
Choose a card and place it next to the "Grand Finale" area. This card
will not be used again until the grand ﬁnale at the end of the game!
Also note, that the the back of the card plays a role in the ﬁnal.
For example, if there are 4 counters in the lowest circle and 1 in the
circle in the middle, you have to put 2 counters on POW and give
away 1 card.
This ends the round. Remove all counters from the BOOM card (not
from the POW card) and start again from step 1.
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Once all 4 scenes have been solved or the villain
bar is completely ﬁlled, the grand ﬁnale with the
villain takes place. Your goal is to defeat him by
removing all counters from the villain bar. If you
succeed, you have won the game. If you run out of yellow action
cards at some point during the ﬁnale, evil has won and you have
lost.
If you solve all the scenes, the game round is interrupted and the
grand ﬁnale begins immediately.
If the villain bar is completely ﬁlled, you must discard as many
action cards (accordingly to
) as you have unsolved scenes
before the ﬁnale begins.

the grand
Finale!

Put all the yellow action cards from your heroes and those you have
already used this round back in the centre of the table.
Now take all the action cards that you had to discard completely
during the game. Turn them over so that the blue
side is facing up. Now shufﬂe these cards and
place them evenly distributed to the right of the
two arrows next to the grand ﬁnale - starting with
the top one. This creates 2 rows of speech
bubbles.
Now distribute your remaining action cards as you like, but evenly to
all the heroes. Each one now attaches the cards allocated to him/
her to the hero abilities. Again, the 3 card limit applies. If there are
any cards left over, leave them in the middle of the table.
Now the ﬁnale begins: you roll the dice in turn and form pairs as in
the normal game. However, if you receive a counter from an
adjacent card, you place it directly on the hero or, if it is an "instant"
ability, you place the received marker directly on one of the symbols
in the speech bubbles on one of the 2 rows with a matching symbol.
If you can't use any of the dice combinations, the villain strikes:
perform the action described directly under the "The Grand Finale"
ﬁeld under POW.
If you have managed to cover all the symbols on one row next to
one of the arrows with markers, discard all the counters on that bar
and perform the action pointed to by the arrow:
For each , remove 1 marker from the villain bar.
For each , you must discard an action card.
The bar remains and can be covered again.
If you have to discard action cards during the ﬁnal, you can ﬁrst take
cards that are in the centre of the table. If there are no more cards,
you must discard cards from the heroes. Please note, that the cards
must always be distributed as evenly as possible.
For example, if Hero A has 3 cards left and Hero B has 2, then Hero A
must discard one card next.
Action cards discarded in this way are completely removed from the
game.
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